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2HE E2FECTS 00 HOLLOPHILOU6 HAIR AND

DRESS STYJ,ES ON CREDIBILI2Y AND COMPREHENSION

A question of much contemporary significance is the effect

appearance on one's ability to communicate successfully, 2he

relevance of this question is manifested by numerous situations

in which varying dress and hair styles inhibit communication.

Results of experimentation would be useful to parents, educators,

job-seekers, politicians, and to anyone who is faced with an

intergenerational or intercultural communication experience.

REVIEd 0? I2ERA2URE

Research in the field of irrelevant factors determining

credibility has dealt mainly with dress. Authors have found

that status is indeed ascribed on the basis of a person's dress

style Hoult (1954) conducted extensive research on the corre-

lation between clothing and the status of men. In his first

experiment judges of status were familiar with subjects they

evaluated- Not surprisingly, their familiarity overcame the

clothing variable and no effects due to clothing were observed.

In his second experiment the subjects were unfamiliar to the

judges. A significant relationship was discovered betwe n

clothing style and a man's perceived status.

Rosencranz (1962) was interested in the effect clothing

had on how people perceived another persons Sh: administed

a test consistIng of seven pictures and respondents offered

feedback as to what economic status or social role the subject



appeared to carrying ou-u. 2he respondents themselves rePre-

sented varying social and economic backgrounds. vihile all

respondents perceived some uifference in status and back-

ground respondents with higher occupational status, income,

education organizational member-hip, magazine readership and

verbal intelligence had greater awareness of clothing style

and its role in determining one's status.

Another study examining the relationship between dress

and Perceived status was performed by Douty (1963). Like

Rosencrantz (1962). she hypothesized thc.t dress does help

dete_,-11ne socio-economic status. She concluded that impres-

sions of people were greatly influenced by clothing. Further,

she stated "knowledge derived from such studies could lead

to a greater ability to predict the effect that clothing will

have on perception of persons."

Ha id (1968) replicated the studies of Rosencrantz and

Douty and concluded that dress causes people to be eatagorized.

The importance of the experiment was that Rosencrantz's (1962)

and Douty's (1963) experiments were verified for more contem-

porary style of clothing. Kelly (1969) was able to establish

that dress style determined political stereotypes. Less con-

ventional clothing was rated as being worn by people with

leftest political views and we e regarded as pro-negro, again t

the Vietnam war and as marijuana users. 2he more conventional

dress styles were associated with football and Fraternities.

Kelly thus established theA; non-verbal cues as simple as cloth-

ing styles significantly influenced perceptions. 2he role of
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dress in determining status and prestige has clearly been estab-

lished, e can infer, as do Andersen and Clevenger (1963), that

status and prestige are closely related to credibility and thus

predict that clothing will have a significant effect on credibility.

A study which further establishes the significance of irrele

vant factors on credibility is Aronson and Golden's (1962) ex-

-oeriment They measured the effects of race on credibility when

the initial credibility of a speaker waS high and when it was low

They presented the same message to an audience using two indepen-

dent variables, status and race. 2irst a message was presented

by two men one black and one white, Both were identified as

nuclear physicists working for- the government. The strength Of

their initial credibility based on occupation negated'any effects

of race on credibility . qhen low status, that of a dishwasher,

was ascribed to the same two sources, the white source was per-

cei ed as more credLble than the black source at a level just

short of _05significance. The effect of race as a. factor in

inducing credibility was thus indicated.. An interesting aspect

of the experiment was the use of.olotliing as well as occupational

titles as means of establishing_oredibility..:-The nUblear physi-

cists wore ,conservative greysuits and the dishWaShes wore.kaki

, pants perhaps .further estabIishing.the- importance of clothing in

determining .credibility.

-.No . recent- studys..are-. available -1-ithe importance of-hair

style in.. establishing,credibility,, The:easily:observable -reacti ns

of:persons of differen hair: lengths-to. eaCh Other-allUdeSto a

relationship-between- hair:,lengths and such fadtprb as-Otatut.- and.-
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credibility A second reason for the assumption that hair style

is related to credibility is the importance of other similar

factors. And r-en and Clevenger (1963) conclude, "Such non-

content stimuli as dress, voice and manner affect the attitude

of the audience toward the speaker," Since, researchers estab-

lished a link between ether irrelevant factors and credibility

it is logical to as Lue that hair style would also influence

credibility.

A link between high credibility and comprehension has never

been clearly established. Several authors (Haiman, 1948; Nichols,

1948; Gilkison Paulson, & Sikkink, 1953), have found some

relationship between high credibility levels -and comprehension.

Haiman (1948) was able to establish such a relationship at the

.06 level of significance.

Several studies have found a relationship between nuetral

or low credibility levels and increased comprehension (HoVland &

Weiss, 19514 Kelman and Hovland, 1953;-Petrie, 1963), It seems

obvious that other variables have, intervened to alter compre-

hensipn. _An alternative explaination is that credibility has-

different- effects on comprehension inHvarieue-situations.-

The- largest body of-studies 'have foUnd no-Significant e11'eot

of on,,comprehension Petrle.1963;-Hovlaha & Weiss,

1951; Hovland__ Janis, .and Kelly, 1953; .Thempkins -and Samovar,.

1963 -and. King,,. 1-964), . Andersen and Clevenger (1963- ) state,

there is not enough evidence to sug est .that the:ammeunt

of information gAined from exnosure to a,message is related to

os of_ the
. source. The r sults of such studies may
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have been obscured by heightening of attention levels during

presentations and thereby causing significant increases la

comprehension regardless of credibility levels The use of

tape recorders Pretests, guest speakers, speakers without

sufficient cover story presentations by teachers, introductions

by teachers, com)ulsory attendance and testing during or immed-

iately after the presentation all have acted to heighten atten-

tion level and cause greater comprehension to occur at all levels

of cr.N:Tibility. Thus, even in light of many studies which found

no relationship between credibility and comprehension, such a

relationsnip may exist.

Studies in selective attention (Key. 1968) have concluded

that attention and perhaps comprehension is increased when

people agree with a concept. Studies in selective exposure

(?ostman Brunor and mcGinnes, 1948) have indicated that barriers

are erected which block value-de crepant messages. Selective

recall can also decrease recall of a message. Xhus the prin-

ciples of selectivity indicate that credibility may effect com-

prehension.

If hair and dress styles affect credibility and if credi-

bilitN affec-ts comprehension then it is likely that hair and

dress styles indirectly affect comprehension. Re-inforcing this

notion is the principle of homephily--homophilous, or like indi-

viduals, communicate better than heterophilous or unlike indi-

viduals s and Shoemaker, 1971 :Barnlund and:Harland, 1963

Tha principle of homophily would seem to indicate- hat such factors

as similarity of hair and dress tyle could make communication
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more affective thus increasing compr hension.

HYPOTHESEs

Hypothesis 1. An audience's perception of a source's credibility

will be significantly increased if the source has an homo-

philous hair style

Hypothesis 2, An audiences perception of a source's credibility

will be increased if the source has an homophilous style

of clothing

Hypothesis 3 increased per eived credibility will increase an

audience's comprehension of a message,

Hypothesis 4 Homophilous hair styles will increase an audience's

comprehension of a message_

Hypothesis 5. Homophilous styles of clothing will increase an

audience's comrehension of a message.

LOGISTICS OF THE STUDY

Procedures

Subjects were presented a message on-the- effects.of slaVery

in America-, The.message:.was presented 'irSt or see-0nd in a series

of six speeches given in a basic communication class at Illinois

State University. At the conclusion of the entire two hour period

subjects were .,;,iven a questionaire containing 12 eemuntic ffer-

ential scales and a 10.questiOn multiple choice tests

A cover story was used for the speaker and the questionaire.

The speaker was said tebe a student from another class who-was

making up..a,speech due to abdende. The qUestionaire was Said-to

e the means evaluation used by the teacher in the other class.



Sel ction of Subjects

One-hundred and twenty-four subjects we e randomly selected

from a basic communication class at Illinois State University.

Selection of ,ieasurement

The first dependent variable, credibility, was measured by

semantic differential scales (1,ckiroskey, Scott and Young, 1971).

The authors used Deer group scales which measured credibility

in four dimensions; dynamism competanee, composure, and socia-

bility.

The comprehension test was constructed by the authors.

multiple-tchoiee test of 31 auestions was constructed, this was

based on the message It was pre-tested using forty subjects.

Based on an item analysis 10 questions were selected, 7 intact

and 3 were modified GO establish better foils. A 2 x 2 (hair

style by dress style) analysis of variance, equal n, and sub-

sequent '.-tests were used to examine the data gathered.

Operational Jefinitions

The holdoPhilous hair style was produced by combing the

speaker's hair stood out from his head li inches and

appeared to be quite long,

The heterophilous hair style was pro -c d by e mbinr, the

speaker's hair flat on his 'head,

The homePhilous clothing style was the ea ual style. The

speaker wore faded blue jeans and a blue plaid work shirt.

The hetefohilous clothing style was the formal style.

The speaker wore dress pants, a tie and a suitcoat.



RESULTS

J?he data generated by the experimental treatments only

confirmed hypothesis two. T.he homo,-)hilous style of clothing

was perceived to be sianificantly higher on the credibility

dimensions of sociability, competence, composure, and dynamism,

than the heterophilous style. The first hypothesis was not

confirmed as the heterophilous hair style was rated signifi-

cantly hi:s.her on the credibility dimensions of competence and

dynamism, than the homophilous hair style. Hypotheses three,

four and ive were not confiv-lued as the analysis of the

comprehension dependent variable did not achieve a significant

:05) F-ratio,

TABLE RESULTS*

CLOTHING

Cred Dimension Homophily- Heterophily_

*Composure 11.35a 10.42a

Competence 11.6 b 10.45b

DYnamism 12,50c 11.00c

-Sotiability 92a 5,00d

HAIR

Cred Dimension Heterophily

Competence

.Homophily

10.4.4e 11,69e

Dynamism :11,31f 12.19f

CoMposure 10,65g . 11.13h

Sociabili Y- 5.26i 4e-
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COUREHEASION

tio Significant F Ratio

Row 0.3801 3.92

Column 0.1939 3.92

Row x Co1un 0.3800 3.92

*means.with the same subscript are significantly different

,05),

DIScVSSION

Hypothe.,is 1 was not confirmed, The audience did not

perceive the speaker in his lon-haired condition as more

credible Indeed, the short-haired condition was found to be

more credible on the competence and dynamism conditions, The

fact that the speaker was an intercollegiate debater and a

skillful speaker may have caused this result. The speaker

has no di cernable accent, used no jargon, and is of a rural

middle class This may have caused the audience to perceive

him as nore consistant in the short-haired condition. There-

fore the results were possibly an artifact of the sueaker's

personality:

Hypothesis 2 was. confirmed. all four dimensions of.

credibility (eompetence, dynamism, sodiability, and composure

the homophilous .peaker,was found to-be more credible. :The

results conflict:with a study by Jensen and-Hunter '(1972) con

ducted at the same time, Jensen and Hunter used photographs and

found that the hecrophulous condition (a suit) was perceived as

more competant, i'he fact that one ekperiment wa
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with a live source and the other with a printed message and

photographs may explain the conflict. However, further s udy

is recommended

Hypothesis 3, 4, and 5 were not confirmed. flo signifi-

cant effect on comprehension was produced by any of the inde-

pendent variables, hair style, clothing style, or credibility.

This result is consistant wina several previous experiments

which have found little or no relationship between credibility

and comprehension

The authors believe they were able to reduce the high

attention level created in previous experiments. In previous

experiments mean scores were quite.high indicating a signifi-

cant amount of recall and perhaps obscuring credibility levels.

The average score on otir comprehension test was 4,5 of 10

correct answers, This indicates that high attention or re-

tention levels present in previous experiments, was not present

here Nonetheless the mean scores for.each condition were ex-

tremely close, iidieating no link between credibility and com-

prehension, Since attention was earefu ly controlled this result

may have added significance. This study provides an alternative

planation for the results previous experiments Expe

using other messages may be used in future-studies to determine

is,thismas.an artifact Of the message presented.

iments
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